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In the recent studies of fast fission particular

stress has been laid on the importance of backscattering

and interaction effects. However, these effects have been

either neglected or calculated adopting very rough assump-

tions. In our earlier papers we combined the multigroup and

the Monte Carlo methods in solving this problem. Such an

approach is unsuitable for quick estimation of the fa^t

fission effects in reactor lattices. For this reason we are

presenting a simple procedure for the calculation of the

backccattering and interaction effects in the reactor

lattice based on the above mentioned approach.
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i. FAST FISSION RATIO

The basic paprameter characterizing the fast fission

process in a thermal reactor is the fast fission ratio -1
OO,

i.e. the number of fast fissions in the reactor lattice per

one thermal fission. While the fast fission factor definition

depends on the factor p definition, & _ is defined in a

unique way and besides, as distinct from 5 , it is an expe-

rimentally measurable value. All comparisons of the theore-

tical calculations with the experimental ones are made by
r

means of o O Q .

Precising that C is the fast fission ratio in the

reactor lattice, we suggested [4-J to be written in the

following form:

O 2 8 = R +

where R is the fast fission ratio in the isolated fuel

element (no backscattering and interaction); $ is the number

of fast fissions produced by backscattered neutrons per one

thermal fission; 0 . is the number of fast fissions produced

by neutrons coming from the neighbouring fuel elements per

one thermal fission.

R is the property of the fuel element, while «> and

i$. characterize the reactor lattice and for the given fuel

element they depend on the moderator and the lattice pitch;

we shall discuss the calculation of S and «$. .

1.1. Probabilities Pr and P1

The basic and most complex problem to be solved for

the calculation of 6 and i). was the determination of the
r l
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r i

probabilities P and P , i.e. the spectra of neutrons re-

turning to the fuel element from the moderator or reaching

the neighbouring fuel elements as a result of the source of

fission neutrons in the fuel.

Performing the multigroup calculation [4] we used

the cross sections from (. 5} where the energy range from

10 keV to 10.5 MeV was divided into 11 energy groups. By the

Monte Carlo method [6j we calculated the probabilities P. and
iP. . ,the probabilities that the neutron of group i esc&pin from

the fuel element returns to it from the moderator (P. . ) ,

i.e. reaches the neighbouring fuel element with an energy

of group j (P .) .

Now we use these results for probabilitig Pf.
i r i

and P. . to obtain the new probabilities ? and P by the
following averaging.

-~ . n Pr. v.
0=1 1=1 10 1

(2)

it

The above summations imply the fission threshold at 1.4 MeV.

V.(i=l,2,...., 11) represents the spectrum of neutrons

escaping from the fuel element. Calculation of the probabi-

lities was made for the moderator D?0. The probability P

only depends on one parameter, on the radius of the fuel

element, while P depends on the radius of the fuel and on

the lattice pitch. It should also be pointed out that in

calculations by the Monte Carlo method the fuel element is

considered to be black for the neutrons coming from the

moderator.
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1.2. Effective cross sections

For coherency of the work we have not adopted

any of the numerous groups of data used in calculating the

fast fission factor, "but we used the multigroup cross

sections [5] averaged over the fission spectrum above 1.4 MeV.

Neutrons entering the fuel element from the moderator do

not have a fission spectrum, but as the change is more in

the fraction of neutrons above 1.4 MeV than in the shape

of the spectrum, the above averaging can be applied.

6tr °etr °f ^c *>in Ĵ, tf V*

[2] - - 0.532 0.050 2.10 0.561 2.46 2.51

[5] 4.548 2.463 0.548 0.040 1.497 0.5«0 2.42 2.89

One of Spinrad's assumptions [2] is that the

inelastic neutron scattering above the fission threshold

changes its energy to some value below this threshold. Using

the data [5J we took into account the possibility that an

inelastically scattered neutron after a collision has an

energy above 1.4 MeV, so our value for V>. is also consi-

derably lower than Spinrad's.

1.3• last fission ratio &
r—

The number of fast fissions per one thermal,

induced by the neutrons scattered from the moderator back

to the fuel element from which they had escaped, is denoted

by a and its value is

— it UJ • V • VJ • x » ^ ^ } . X , / - - x
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A<-> is the probability that the fission neutron produced

above the fission threshold will escape from the fuel

element with an energy above this threshold; U is the ratio

of the number of neutrons produced in all fissions in the

isolated fuel element to the number of neutron produced in

thermal fissions. ! is the collision probability for the

neutron entering the fuel element with isotropic angular

distribution. A correct calculation of tne probability A

is impossible by the one group procedure. This was calcu-

lated by the multigroup procedure j" 4-] and values of the

product A-̂ ) for natural uranium are given in the Annex

(polynomial 1). The probability P is also given in the

Jinnex (palynomial II). These two polynomials and the already

adopted cross sections in section 3 of this paper give a

simple formula for the calculation of the fast fission ratio

o in a natural uranium - D O system:

- A~>. P r ^ (1-P) OA246 - 0,0675 P ( 4 )
r ° (1 - 0,737 . r r

1.4. Fast fission ratio ^,

. denotes the number of fast fissions per one

thermal, induced by neutrons originating in the neighbouring

fuel elements

2
A = A^P 1 ~ (1-P) °'1246 - 0,0675 P (5)

1 (1 - 0,737 . P)

The probability P is given in tne Aunex as the polynomial

III.
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To determine the value U frjtn (3) and in order to

apply formulae (4) and (5), we used the one-group formula

for fast fissions in isolated fuel element:

R = "J- ̂  • f P

Expressions (4) and (5) give the t> and c). values

for only one "return" of the neutrons from the moderator.

Since vvie consider heavy water here, which is a very good

moderator, the effects of the repeated, second in order,

escape of neutrons from the fuel element are most often

negligible. However, this is not the case in graphite or

heavy-water lattices where the moderator-fuel ratio is

considerably reduced (small lattice pitches). The effect of

the second return can be estimated with a satisfactory

accuracy in the following way:

Or £> Or

R ^ r

or similarly

o j _ A d j

R <*>i

In Tables 1 and 2 the values of the fast fission

ratio calculated by the proposed formulae are compared with

the values obtained in 4 . u and &. were calculated
r l

for one return of the neutron.

2. BACKSCATTEFLING .J.'D INTLP^CTI^ ZJiiCTS oN FACTOR 0

In tiio following -text the new definition of the

fast fission factor given in [4l will be used.
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The increase in the number of fast fissions in

the reactor core obtained by taking into account the bac-

kscattering and interaction effects causes a corresponding

increase in the values for the fast fission factor. The

fast fission ratios o and S. increase factor £, , which

will be denoted by A 6 and A L .

The ratio of the fast fission factor increase to

the increasing number of fast fissions depends on the natur-

and dimensions of the fuel element and it decreases with

its increasing radius. This occurs because of the slowing-

-down effect, i.e. because the neutron capture in the fuel

element raises faster than the fast fission probability.

In calculating o and y. we adopted the assumption that

the space distribution of neutron collisions in uranium is

uniform. This assumption was used to obtain the ratios

&L/ <j an(^ A & . / 0- as a function of the fuel element

radius, polynomial IV in the Annex.

The values for the £, -1/ <) _ ratio that can be

foand in the literature are about 0.7 and they are not

considered to depend on the fuel element dimensions.

Polynomial IV is obtained by multigroup calculation and it

shows that this ratio decreases from the maximum value of

0.65 to, for example, 0.55 for the fuel element radius of

2.5 cm.

3. CONCLUSION

Averaging multigroup cross sections over the
r i

fission spectrum and the probabilities P. . and P. . over
10 10

the spectrum of neutrons escaping from the fuel element,

simple formulae for the calculation of & and o. were
\ i r l
I derived. Results for o are almost identical with those4.
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^obtained "by the multigroup procedure JMbJ^ 1. Formula (5)

fi'or calculating o A gives satisfactory results for radii

of the natural uranium fuel element "below 1.5 cm. (as was

shown by a set of calculations for different fuel radii).

In Table 2 an example for a = 1.5 cm is given. However, for

larger radii deviations may be greater(the extreme example:

for a =2.5 cm and lattice pitch = 16 cm according to

formula (5) one obtains o. = 560 pern, while the result of

the ciultigroup procedure is 750 pem) .

r i
Probabilities P and P are given for the fuel

element as a black body, so they can be used for any

fuel element composition.

Calculations by the Monte Carlo method have not

been made for the hexagonal or triangular lattice, because

this would require a new computing programme. However, it

was shown [4] that good results can be obtained by assuming

the backscattering effects to be the same and the interaction

effects to be 6/4 times greater than in a lattice of the

same pitch.

The backscattering and interaction effects are

not negligible in the case of a D O moderator, and this

will hold even more in the case of other moderators. The

H 0-moderator is a particular case which should be studied

separately.



Table 1. Past fission ratio c) in a square U-Do0 lat t ice
r H 2

a [cmj

0,597

1,193

1,626

2.373

Multigi

R + <S

0,0270

0,0501

0,0655

0.0899

-oup 4

0,0013

0,0024

0,0031

0.0048
i

By formula { 4)

0,0011

0,0023

0,0032

0.0049

Exp.

R +

0,0277

0,0509

0,0654

0.0894

4
^̂

+

i

[7l

r

0,0008

0,0009

0,0008

0.0013



s.Table 2. Fast fission ratio 0. in a square U-D 0 lattice

Pitch [cm]

0. x 10
1

Multigroup
method I,A]

i. x 105
l
By formula (5)
r ( 5
0 - i >.)xlO
r I

Multigroup
method £4]

By formulae
(4) and (5)

10

900

940

1180

1220

12

620

630

900

910

14

420

406

700

686

16

300

260

580

540

18

180

160

460

440

20

120

100

400

380

H
O
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Annex

Polynomial I:

a. -a

aQ = 0,5584762

a1 = - 0,0885714

a2 = 0,0095238

a i s i - th power o± tiie fuel element radius in cm,

Polynomial II:
2

Pr _ y- p .a
x

0

aQ = 0,0263536

ax = 0,0075369

a2 = - 0,0003155

Polynomial III:

P. =
4

- 0,212492238

0,191995894

- 0,0351794309

- 0,002992770

^

= 9,50908264

= - 9,74640851

= 1,74211656

= 0,146089031
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a21 = " !33,62^383 a31 = 584,241300

a22 = 151,397176 a ^ = - 591,261902

a23 = - 25,0351079 a ^ = 59,9803665

a24 = " 2'831Q7673 a = 27,9686100

a is i-th power of the fuel element radius and b is

j-tli power of the lattice pitsh. Both in cm.

The polynomial P. can be used for 1 < a < 7 and

for the values of P. less than. 0,2P>.

Polynomial IV:

2
A<? r 6 £ i I -1 y i

aQ = 0,6522763

ax = - 0,0365588

a2 = - 0,0019619

a is i-th power of the fuel element radius in cm.
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NOTATIONS

a - fuel element radius

c - radius of the channel around the fuel element
r
P - probability that a neutron, escaping from the fuel

element with an energy above the fission threshold,

is backscattered to the same fuel element before

being slowed down below this threshold

P - probability that a neutron, escaping from the fuel

element with an energy above the fission threshold,

. reaches some of the neighbouring elements before

being slowed down below this threshold

P - probability that a neutron collides in the fuel

element in a case of a uniform isotropic source

c/O - fission neutrons fraction above the uranium 238

fission threshold

\) - number of fission neutrons per one thermal or fast

fission

e, f - cross sections for elastic scattering and fission

divided by the total cross section
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